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* 
The poems in this book are fictional.   
Names, characters, places and incidents  
are either the product of the author’s  
imagination or are used ficticiously.  Any  
resemblance to actual events, locales or  
persons, living or dead, is entirely  
coincidental. 
 
 
 
 
 
* 
If this were printed correctly with a normal 
fontsize and all, it would be the length of a 
regular book of poems, so please don't refer 
to it as a "chapbook."  
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FLUSH 
 
I pulled out a dollar 
but it was a fish  
gasping with big  
numeral 1 eyes 
 
poor dollarfish 
sadly I observed 
old fingers hung  
from it like hooks 
 
now I fill my pockets  
with water hoping  
to lure more 
 
somewhere a penny  
is turning green 
on the ocean floor 
 
 
 
 
LAPSED 
 
Poem-and-beans poor, my job cleaning spittle 
out of prayerboxes while a gauntlet 
of gonergods riffles blank Readers Digests 
in my face and laughs.  The slum I am laughs too: 
 
because just as at birth the flesh covered 
our teeth, so something waits behind the smooth 
meatfacade of the sky to bite us, to 
unsheathe one answer that puts an end, that 
 
quits a quietness lost.  For who would condemn 
the dead for the way their fingers decay  
into self-caresses, the flesh dissolving 
 
onanically, the tenderness of love 
at last achieved, if it weren’t that I too 
am a thumbnail handful, an elbow-erwhonist?
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THE RETURN 
 
Behind me someone stalks 
with shovel and covers 
every footprint with 
a spadeful, all my faultless 
 
tracks effaced by small 
mounds of dirt that mock  
my slowing walk and show 
the graves where to excavate  
 
themselves, to get their holes 
ready for that lag-leg day   
I will have to halt in the heart 
the pace of my stride 
 
and turn and try to take 
the first steps back . . . 
 
 
 
 
KEYS IN HIS HAND 
 
Sometimes a man home late 
is steps away from his door 
when suddenly out of the dark 
a passing car lights up a window 
 
just in front of him so the room 
behind it is thrust into such 
a semblance of clarity that once 
again he sees why we see only 
 
with glimpses like this, with 
happen flashes as avid as this, 
 
but always the lane's corner takes 
that revelation past before 
he even resumes the posture 
of his intent to enter, to live there. 

INTRO NOTES 
 
* 
I got interested in this form around 1970, and published 
several in my 1974 book, Love Poems to Myself, and then 
more in the ones that followed: Rome in Rome (1976), 
Becos (1983), Outremer (1989), The Quicken Tree (1995), 
and The Unsubscriber (2004). 
 
* 
Why "quatorzains" rather than "sonnets"?  I feel super- 
stitious about using the latter term.  I feel defensive and 
or resentful: only real poets write sonnets, and I'm not 
a real poet, am I.  No, I'm a—a poet-biscuit. 
 
* 
The order of the poems is random, with a few obvious 
exceptions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



* 
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FROM A DEATHBED DAYBOOK 
 
copulation entries  
in the journal jesus  
don't look for those passages 
in these pages 
 
if I am scheduled for  
a few more 
intimate rapports 
with long vowels before 
 
I go I know those a's and o's 
and e's will not rise 
from the throat of eros 
 
yet what vanity to suppose 
thanatos    
might want to jot down a few of these i's 
 
 
 
 
 
NIGHT AND THE NAKED   (to RN) 
 
The filmfestival swept beyond us as we kissed 
Oh roundrobin panel where we went goodbye 
Since then the weight (savored) of noncoincidence 
As if each lightningbolt were secretly aimed at   
 
A matchstick but were we ever on target as that 
Whenever we meet now in the bar part or the 
Restaurant part or the video part or the disco 
Part or the atrium of this night I fear our parts our 
 
Roles I mean because what if we you and me 
Were cast to closeup the scene the street the strobe 
Stabs of rain frying our profiles for future ref 
 
Literals straight off a wanted poster for Janus 
Because or would we just stand there thunderfucked 
Trying to remember our name ends in applause 
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ACTORS: THE DENOUEMENT 
 
After each performance comes catharsis 
as one more audience member is sewn 
into the hem of the theater curtain; 
some day it will sway too heavy to raise: 
 
on that evening the play will not begin— 
until such time our continual clamor 
minds the same drama again and again, 
less for its marquee-names than the encore 
 
when one of us, us groundlings, us non-stars 
gets knit into the huge velvet stagedrop— 
a climax cheered, though we're still here to see     
 
the final show, to witness what occurs  
the night our hem-mates' weight puts a stop 
to this farce.  Will they be freed then?  Will we? 
 
 
 
 
THE ASCENT 
 
I masturbate bareback, grabbing the mane 
with one hand while the other grubs self-love, 
galloping through the recidivista of 
my cyclops-eclipsed brainscape, that garbled garden 
 
where sparks listen for heaven to come down hooved, 
while leaves eeked by elves pierce their dense 
veins' skeleton to seek the enough essence 
withheld by me.  Everyday I am shoved 
 
to break brick from Babel on the tongue's chisel. 
What top-bearing spire of it boasts my assumption 
and hoisted over years climbing a stackhigh 
 
of tables or chairs precariously 
leaned up against a waterfall is all 
I can pray then, its rainspray reining me in.  
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FACE IN THE WINDOW 
 
I am a modest house, a house solely 
notable for the fact I lived here once.   
Its brass plaque depicts an oxygen eye 
in which two pupils of hydrogen dance. 
 
Downstairs is where I lit fires whose insights 
with approach-velocity froze me, then  
signed off into flame.  This always happened when 
I came close to a truth.  Months passed.  Years.  Nights. 
 
Shall I accommodate myself again,  
a humble aquarium of lordly  
thumbs, some fin de species?  Of course each word  
 
the blackout-moth mutters to my keyboard  
shows the snowiest letter on this page is "I"— 
must I now plumb its one remaining pane? 
 
 
 
 
STRESS THERAPY 
 
Time, time, time, time, the clock 
vaccinates us, 
and then even that lacks 
prophylaxis. 
 
Ticktock-pockmarked, stricken  
by such strokes, we 
get sick of prescriptions 
which work solely 
 
on the body. 
Systole diastole— 
It is by its very 
 
intermittency  
that the heart knows 
itself to be an I. 
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THE LINE-UP 
 
The snake  
came first  
then the giraffe  
et al until 
 
all the animals  
appeared all 
the suspicious  
species  
 
but then 
together they  
pointed at me  
 
saying there  
that one there 
he did it. 
 
 
 
 
POEM 
 
There must be in the world still 
Somewhere a lion could get me, 
Or a cliff whose rocks might fall 
(Struck by lightning) to crush me— 
 
But wouldn't that be disloyal to 
The carcinogens in my food air water 
To whom I have promised my death, 
The favor of killing me eventually— 
 
It's nature versus culture: if we 
Use the former to off ourself with 
(Running into tiger cages/snake galleries), 
 
Won't the latter feel like a child 
Abandoned (boohoo) by its parents?— 
After all, we fathered these tinytot toxins. 
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CRITERIA 
 
The rose is 
more poetic than 
other flowers because 
it has 
 
only one 
syllable where 
daisy lily violet 
et cet 
 
are over-verbal, 
poly-petal. 
Beauty 
 
based not on color or 
odor but 
brevity. 
 
 
 
 
STEP 
 
The shoe is left at the door 
of metaphor, 
which admits both rose and guitar 
but not it. 
 
The welcome mat might 
exclude it too if not 
for the feet time needs 
to shape its toll.       
 
Welcome the poet 
but not her shoe. 
Let it rot there on the sill, 
 
a pedestal 
in whose shade we'll read 
old toes verse, young heel. 
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HANGSCALES 
 
The day reflecting across 
the deep its passage is 
over often before the eye  
lets in what it should see 
 
in most ways.  The gaze 
neglectful as any flesh 
washed up in the hand, 
argus-angled: a charm to ward 
 
off the world with a word  
unsaid or else unheard in 
my try to weigh in favor, 
 
to tip fate with presence: on 
the wall a flyspeck's support 
of all this continues strong. 
 
 
 
HAVENOT 
 
Out of a dozen I prefer the one 
That’s most like thirteen, the one 
Autumn drops its cease-colored nets on.  
 
Out of a once I prefer the one 
That never was, that eludes its own, 
Twins peering at each other through keyholes. 
 
Out of a one I prefer the none 
Who has my face, who evens the end 
And odds the origin.  The belated begun. 
 
Out of a most I prefer the many 
Who are not me, who remain free 
Of that disciple number, that slave figure. 
 
Twelve nonce, thirteen’s the tense, which fourteen ends. 
Despite my choice, I have no preference. 
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POEM FROM SUMMER 
 
That gap the world includes by vanishing 
on cue, that studious unborn sweat  
beyond all if the body's primed for 
exit to overvisit, time, encore. 
 
Say it pertains to our name, say we find 
the eyes' goodbye-corners torn routinely 
in ebb with this, each departure a kind  
of statue suture's paw stalled in caress. 
 
My pate is centered on the four labors. 
Make a snowflake the shape of dextrous dust. 
Make your sex a handspan across my skull. 
 
Lit up by landscape is the movie 
I hate of my life.  Hollywood heedless,  
bright faces born between sweet and sweetness. 
 
 
 
CODE FACADES 
 
When light passes through a Mies Van der Rohe 
it grows greenlike, cubed, a square root of itself, 
absinthe ice.  Architecture fractures the sun 
with the earth, earth’s verdures and verdants suture 
 
solar gold with grass/emerald-held stems 
transpierce our ledge-stalked land.  But montage  
refutes all light, the flicker when it dips itself in time 
is like the moment a stopsign changes tense 
 
from present to hence, closeup mesmerization 
effects.  The flesh fauved from the bone.  Thus 
no imprint stays in the wind of the rain which 
fell all night until now, at dawn, tides worry puddles— 
 
then I move to Sands of Time, New Mexico; 
shampooed by hammers, I shut my window. 
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COUPLETURES 
 
The power of a map to unravel 
equals all the distance spared by travel. 
 
At noon our shadows have 
the same depth as our grave. 
 
All I ask from my stylist is 
that my coiffures be carnivorous. 
 
Nine towns down, 
Troy has no wish to be found. 
 
The body lost in its orbiting of 
The body.  Body below, body above. 
 
Seas surround you and murmur your pores. 
Only the water can decipher our scars. 
 
The avantgarde only came up to my ankle 
but managed to drown me after all. 
 
 
 
 
RECYCLED (SACRIFICE SUITE #5) 
 
According to the Dictionary of 
Glossolalia (page niftynine), 
I must live with whichever one 
of my executioner's gestures 
 
occurs last.  Recourse, there is none 
but to lean on a coin, pronouncing 
the gravy from my bandages 
delicious.  Ah, see the swirling 
 
ceiling shed its diarist! 
The tongue yawns fire.  Daily 
I dance I stamp my navel onto this 
reciprocal dirtmount, this sievesync. 
  
How can I live with what the hand sake 
keeps offering to the eye sake. 
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THE POSTHUMOUS APHORIST 
 
I said the red and blue you haven’t lived 
will be the green and yellow you’ve died. 
I guess they might be the colors that fade 
when I see you to one.  Is that your shade? 
 
(A dozen acrobats debating zero: 
trapped in a hurry circus at center 
ring, my pyre prepares to free its hero.) 
 
(A maniac unwrapped from the moment; 
like a satori triggered by sneezes.) 
(The symptoms named our sin a trance.) 
 
It likes to dress up in creation and 
take us for a walk.  But can a maxim be  
revised to include doubt?  Any obit 
presupposes a life if not its opposite. 
 
 
 
NO MORE 
 
A knife, a gun, a bomb, I invite 
all these fine-gauged weapons between us 
so we won't be alone no more. 
 
A human companion to the pain 
started to pray it would end, 
a robot companion vetoed no. 
The pain itself as always was neutral. 
 
In history's metallic strata of wars, 
in the landslide lode,  
in the lackgold.  
 
Shame.  Ecstasy.  The protesters bear  
placards that read "Peace to this sign"— 
as if there were to be no further warning. 
 
As if there were to be no more. 
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ADHESIVE VALENTINE 
 
not knowing where you are 
not knowing who 
so I'll coat with glue 
all the envelopes I mail  
 
where most words fail 
mine will still pursue 
kept in these veils of glaze 
every postal maze 
 
no matter how far 
no matter how overdue 
they will find the true  
 
letter bound for you 
and there be pressed 
adherent to its address 
 
 
 
UNMOWNKNOWN 
 
To scythe our names into 
the lawn’s green until 
their cut-swath letters  
make a maze. 
 
Feet may falter to 
a standstill 
lost in the vowels’ 
circular forays. 
 
Strut-path consonants 
lead true for a bit but 
finally we 
concede to chaos its 
 
grass where passage is 
anonymous always. 
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NARCISSPOND 
 
This pond saw someone once 
But since then never none  
Has ever another known 
 
Imagine if your mirror 
Lay cover buoyed by it 
Recognition ink and pure 
 
This water held no features 
That were of us or any 
Unless its blindness blurs 
 
The eyes that see until they open 
The face which is theirs only 
In one ripple too many 
 
Of course he says his name is 
But all it is is just the same as 
 
 
 
 
THE ZENOIST 
 
He stays here standing on a chair 
and paces off the steps to the door 
or still further, aping escape from  
the rat-race or death or karma or 
 
whatever’s gaining ground: instead  
of late, he speeds up, the chairseat  
blurs a flurry of feet until the trip 
he’s traveled noplace is moon-far. 
 
How’d he make it up onto that chair? 
That was a distance never to be  
crossed, or even embarked upon, 
  
a hopeless quest.  Deciding to depart 
must have seemed such a feat once: 
he fares everywhere for that start. 
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GROUNDING 
 
The earth should be waxed to make 
the wind go faster than  
 
the windmills.  And the sky, 
the sky should be waxed also— 
 
Because if the sky were waxed,  
our gaze would slide right off it, 
 
and thus our love of the earth  
would be increased by not being 
 
able to get an eyehold on  
anything above the earth. 
 
The wall of all this wax girds me  
with assert desires, delire acerbs! 
 
True but to its tremor, the teardrop  
alludes the cheek clear to the floor. 
 
 
 
FOREST FEARS 
 
Everything I invest in frightened energy 
deludes me, every attempt to see death's good— 
all the roads from childhood have wayside 
slopes where shadow grows back to its roots, 
 
grubbing a thirst in dirt as I walk by wondering 
if I could thrive from such dry clods too if   
I knew what shoots do sprout from this corpus 
of quick arriving as me, departing as itself— 
 
What a lingering hate I feel as it goes, 
a resentment that it can never remain me 
but must return to its numb vegetable 
state, the shape it had before taking mine on. 
 
Stirred by its terse, its quiet commonplace, 
my body loathes the tree my life will crown. 
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LIFEGUARD CLINGING TO A STEEPLE 
 
Why are all the survivors of the needle’s eye 
nude, as if their lifethread had disrobed 
rather than sewn them.  Sans coat-fare, 
we proceed it seems only to precede; 
birth to burial, are not yet here. 
 
But when did we first start embracing 
the wakes of ourselves in each other rather 
than each other?  As the fruit falls  
to hiatus us, its bloom spoiled by last year’s cores. 
 
Or the sun whose portrait rots in our pores, 
those sweatbeads blurred in closeup but clear afar—  
that pointillist pap, that hybrid suicide. 
 
The face carefully tattooed around love’s wounds 
does not itself look injured.  
 
 
 
STEP ON IT 
 
Passing the threshold one 
does not reach  
the threshyoung. 
Language  
 
contains words  
which contain words  
that contain us 
who contain no words  
 
prior to birthsill—   
Shall I say that this  
is grass, is overkill, 
 
and have my symbol  
also, a snail  
scotchtaped to a stopsign. 
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HURL 
 
My failure has homes in France.  Bucharest, 
Taipei.  Around the globe in thoughts and finds 
Everywhere it lands the same, the fatal 
Frontporches, never mind the odds and ends 
 
Tipped over.  All my Applause-Minus-One 
Discs scratched.  These traces of my worthlessness 
Worldwide have the bearing of their meaning 
Obvious, engraved in spade, metaphors 
 
Monotonous.  Why go on?  And the spread 
Of my failure contrasts with your success, 
Its local nature so centered in you, reduced 
 
To a town, a street, a house shining with the urge 
To not retain you, to scatter you as I have 
Been thrown elsewhere, far from the core of it. 
 
 
 
 
RIGHT ON SCHEDULE  
 
Inventorying the calendar, 
Counting to leave it whole I am chore-horsed 
By the urge to register all the days 
But one, so as to save that one for always. 
 
My laptop hums as it sweeps each interim 
Into smaller units but my wife comes home 
From third world reich each dawn saying Hon  
All our leaveway’s left.  How long—how often  
 
Have I survived an earthtime of your time. 
How I resent that instance: how I sneer 
Hon it was gone long before we got here. 
 
ID-dodo forced to take temphuman form, 
What trained your jettison person to die? 
Exit, pursued by posterity. 
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FACESHIFT 
 
I think the face reads itself by wrinkles, 
like dog-ears in books each crease-fold tells 
 
some favorite passage, a phrase that must 
be looked up because to memorize 
 
here would be betrayal: I have to see 
that phiz-text line by line, word for word or 
 
all the imperfections of my glance 
will linger too long on the errata's real 
 
snapshot, that ID-eal replica held 
against the light for scrutiny only 
 
by those who want my money but not me— 
I want to know which is which: which chance  
 
aspect has raised its own as mine once more;          
which one perfection is still straining for. 
 
 
 
DECADRECK 
 
Does a desert blink all its wells at once 
each time a spysat orbits over, high 
in its baseless stratotower, ripe with 
the power to insert forest mobiles  
amongst urban stabiles: I take my temp  
with the alphabet, fever up to z. 
 
Sanity descends to water via  
no stairs I have installed in the blood.  Like  
a wink that succeeds in refuting all 
my surest arguments, I feel as weak 
as the wink of an invalid flirting— 
worse is it’s you they want of course not me.   
 
Say it makes Mighty Mote tremble in his  
halfspeed houdini: how shall I deny? 
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STRETCH 
 
We feel more imprisoned 
by walls with cracks in them 
than by walls that are smooth 
and featureless: the latter  
 
do not mock us with examples 
of breach, morals of escape— 
indeed, as further punishment 
our cells from side to side 
 
are fissured with gaps not wide 
enough for exit of course; 
but through which can be seen 
 
fair glimpses of all the others  
penned around us, the ones  
who deserve this sentence. 
 
 
 
MERRY - NO - ROUND 
 
The wooden horses 
are tired of their courses 
 
and plead from head to hoof 
to be fed to a stove— 
 
In leaping lunging flames 
they’d rise again, flared manes 
 
snapping like chains behind them. 
The smoke would not blind them 
 
as do these children’s hands: 
beyond our cruel commands 
 
the fire will free them then 
as once the artisan when 
 
out of the tree they 
were nagged to this neigh. 
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UNTURNAROUNDED (MEDUSA SAYS #4) 
  
The way a ballerina boards a gunboat 
At twilight in the tropics catches 
Its carat out of what a critic watches 
A scarecrow paint landscapes through: cuts pans zooms— 
 
As long as we are forced to live in rooms 
Having more than one wall our wounds' candies 
Will never taste at last born.  Tangents apart, 
I mean, sightlines aside.  Door some more?  Therefore 
 
The thermometers we stir our iced drinks with 
Fizz with fever, with 'originality'; 
To focus, one must first empty the lens— 
 
Where—river rumored or swan it's-said or 
Moon bruited—my sculptor-scarecrow now bends:  
Each snake has hold a chisel: that's handy. 
 
 
 
THE END 
                   Pain has petrified the threshold.—Trakl 
 
A threshold is everything that can be 
seen in the space of the endurance of 
our openness: thus at the conclusion 
of The Searchers John Wayne is framed never 
 
to return and forced to spur himself, to 
escape always the outward-gazing-lust  
of that thrust doorway toward the horizon 
or so we guess because the door shuts and 
 
cuts him off before he attains it: exit 
is lost and we who had followed his flight 
from the intimacy of this interior, we 
must remain here minus our male-myth-ranger, 
 
and must domestically cry for his exile 
while the credits crawl across their reelsill. 
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7.  Succumbed 
 
I swallowed to pieces the loveletters 
and then I bandaged the luggage past 
goodbye, bon voy, we're there.  I left a sign 
stuck to me said Please Vacate Before Empty. 
 
That ought to have been enough: or the years since— 
but see each sun, all blush against the blue, 
still find me hiding, still sifting clues.  
Daily my hands are humbled by a crumb. 
                                                                                                               
Ants add superbly their mite to me. 
I wish I did not reciprocate, did not 
as event join my weight to theirs—duties, 
 
duties! yours were the toes I loved to buzz. 
I would take my cup and raise it up you, 
till memory's name-army overcame us. 
 
 
 
 
SUB 
 
The spirit drifts as if 
a bubble were after it— 
a bubble is after it: 
I'm all the foam froth 
 
that's left, and I'm  
about to pop 
in this pursuit.  Perhaps 
when a seeker dies,  
 
his prey's position  
is fixed then 
momentarily  
 
on the charts 
of our quantum ocean? 
The spirit drifts, uncaught.  
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COVER STORIES 
 
Exchanging X's in the form of kisses, 
Spies forbidden to know the codes they pass, 
Each pretends for the moment these mysteries 
Outweigh all allegiance they owe the past. 
 
A space where fingertips cease to explore space, 
A safehouse right for private armistice, 
The flesh they bared betrays them both at last. 
Dawn is distance in such askance allies. 
 
As false passports must bear a true likeness,  
These tradecraft made-in-bed IDs are not 
The ones that will have to be worn once more 
 
Come morning's normal enemy status 
Which would have killed to foil the turncoat plot 
They laid here, those traitors worth dying for. 
 
 
 
 
BORDER 
 
On the horizon of our lips 
what kiss awaits 
the arrival  
of its sun 
in rise or fall 
the occasion delayed 
beyond beginning and end 
if departure ennobles passports 
where distance is defined 
as an erased echo 
a looksee puddle of ourselves  
some crossroads  
may prefer the normal intrusions 
the customary customs search 
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TO X 
 
If I could dream what I want or not, 
A candle held against an icicle, 
That double phallic rainbow would conceal 
My loner status, my chronic lack of you. 
 
If Lot’s Wife really existed, wouldn’t 
She have been all eroded long ago 
By pilgrims rubbing their wounds against her, 
Abrasive as masturbation grain by grain 
 
Can erase the bitter taste of you.  I retain 
No memories; lacklore glosses me over. 
My selfishness might then produce a kind 
 
Of infra-red excess, a solip-super vein 
Miners must switch off their hats to find. 
Dark and below bedclothes I'll use your glow. 
 
 
 
 
STALLED 
 
There must be a way  
back to the one 
who is always before me, 
some curve or go-round 
 
or cloverleaf should 
return me to she  
whose face is here now 
in front of me— 
 
Whose name I repeat 
staunchly as a stopsign  
at every corner, 
 
although I know  
no-one will halt; 
not even her.
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5.  Long Distance Affair 
 
The saliva gathered daily 
by telephones across the world 
from lovers yelling at each other 
is an ocean with no bottom. 
 
But say you pried apart those phones, 
you’d find that all that wild white tide 
of promises, cries, kisses, threats— 
it also evaporates.  The spit 
 
is what we call each other, 
I mean the words themselves, condensed: 
distills us into clouds, into mist. 
 
Rising clarified it drifts toward 
Comsat, Telstar, there to orbit 
closely around our distant lips.  
 
 
6.  The Word 
 
Lower the noose into my throat slowly, careful 
as you go, don’t cause any choking until 
you reach the word you mean to kill. 
Since latence it has silenced me, since life. 
 
Threading a shoelace through a hoof’s cleft, 
my scalp-holes will fang their follicles at 
the thought.  This means some names have a hangtongue 
tendency to persist, finish fascists, tinsellantes! 
 
Youth vanishes on those heights that relent to it. 
Even the least will finally paint yield on a face. 
(Hesitations before doormaps.  Cowerboxes.) 
Inert blurt, weighed inveigle.—(But why be mine, 
 
Why plenish a gaze with me?) Then I insert my slits 
into love/lovestyle.  The almondine vowels whine. 
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from 7 1/2 POEMS TO, FOR, AND ABOUT RN 
 
 
1.  Substitute 
 
If you have licked the whiteout off this poem, 
then it exists: go on, strip it, stroke its wordwad. 
 
Down its page-plunge, distribute our briefhood; 
my flesh is blonde, my bones must be brunette. 
 
Have I loved enough my planet’s comet habits? 
Look, how my blushes stain lambs.  Oh shame-thumbed, 
 
obelisk of hailstones, text rhymes with innermost: 
to regain that clarity whereby it kills, 
 
the vial of poison must be shaken, or jacked off— 
I have failed to decentralize my navel. 
 
Now my balding hairs are wove to make your hats; 
my toenail clippings, glued, fused, used for your shoe-soles; 
 
notice the metonymy.  I myself am composed 
of everything you excrete bleed sweat etcet. 
 
 
4.  Buried 
 
Sometimes I think she believes in 
the Catastrophe Theory— 
that her falling into and then 
out of love with me was surely 
 
based on the trend of Nemesis 
(that changeling twin of our sun): 
each lovefall seemed as sudden, as 
doomed-to-be as the extinction 
 
of what Saurian habitat. 
Whole species annihilated— 
some, I haven't uncovered yet. 
But all, I better believe it, dead. 
 
(They'll clone that dino DNA— 
can love be revived that way?) 
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HEILSTYLES 
 
Of course the Spring fashions buried in Fall 
And dug up to wear in boisterous April 
Make the models even more skeletal: 
Body by Buchenwald; shade by Chanel. 
 
Nazi nurses infiltrate CIA hospice— 
At Safehouse Haven the dying agents 
Are coaxed by swastika sisters to confess 
A. Hitler was their greatest influence. 
 
A disappearance echoing with shoulders, 
A veinburst serpent evolved to doubt all, 
Still these lifecopy killers follow me. 
 
Wise fashionists resist history 
By staging it over in stale revivals. 
To stay in mode, though, one must grow older. 
 
 
 
 
 
FORTHFABLE  
 
What if everytime you cried you cried 
the same teardrops originally shed by 
Adam until all of them, their ripe total 
will be transferred down through history 
as far to fill, to flood then our final 
human.  And you too shall have carried 
as lash-lade others before you your  
socket-borne share toward our latter  
great cisternment that dolor water or 
lacri-liquid if we ever reach there. 
You too must pass this on. See Eve 
as she would have first received it, bent 
beneath him: the wide brows, the wider stare,  
both eyes bearing out his bared bereavement. 
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TO LIVE BY 
 
Work from the original toward 
the beautiful, 
unless the latter comes first 
in which case 
reverse your efforts to find 
a model worthy of such 
inane desire. 
 
Even the mouth’s being 
divided into two lips is 
not enough to make words 
equal themselves. 
 
Eavesdroppers fear 
the hermit’s soliloquy. 
 
Wake up, wound, the knife said. 
 
 
 
 
14 DOWN 
 
My poems are like crosswords, filled-in 
rather than full. 
 
Are like pastimes where I'm always  
trying to please a scalpel's uncle 
or putting backup on  
my lack of surface. 
 
Where I wear imploded sandals  
instead of shoes.  
 
Where I see each window 
tipped toward the infinite by its light 
but I don't go. 
 
I resist their imperative only 
to my injury, 
don't I.    
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CLOISTER: CONSTRUCT 
 
Like days devised against the day, we stay  
caught up in the final haste of dreams,  
cramming too much into each awakening  
 
gasp, a tapestry monks trapped in their own  
sleeves might weave, a panic of REM-robots, 
spirits rousing from ancient crimes and shames—  
 
And then again transitions too prefigured, 
raising the shades every morning to see 
that all those brilliant avenues out there 
could be used by someone in shoes, humbly 
 
knowing that the instep is to the foot 
as the profile is to the face, namely an  
arch of absence, a lack.  A sample-art. 
It makes fissures when you kiss yourself. 
 
 
 
 
THE FOUR VIEWS 
 
Each dawn you wake to find that once again 
during the night the four windows of your  
room have been newly carved into the shape  
of the loveliest object each one overlooks:  
the east glass is now a worm’s silhouette 
while the west gleams bicycle-like, the north’s 
a sycamore leaf, the south a snowblind face . . . 
 
Who remolds these panes while you sleep 
and who carpenters the sills and lintels and 
why are the four vitriforms always changed,  
different each day: is beauty so inconstant— 
so subjective—assuming someone chooses. 
 
Are you a phantom here in your own home, 
or a squatter in the house of René Magritte?
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AS USUAL 
 
Immediately I'm dead 
Body laid out straight 
Please don't hesitate 
Just cut off my head 
 
Lift it and lay it a foot 
Or so below my feet 
Shift it till I look like 
An exclamation mark 
 
Overt sign of joy pain 
Surprise consternation 
Despair exuberance 
 
As usual a metaphor 
Meant to make up for 
My lack of coherence 
 
 
 
 
MOUNT BLANK 
 
Snow, the polkadots of vile clowns, falls.  Melt 
to a god-moat, world.  Admit that everything  
the cortex thought lost was probably what  
the vortex thought found, though both of them 
 
could be wrong: from brain to drain the range  
of maybes remains protozoan-moan-criminal, 
colostomy closeups of whatever the hell. 
 
A disguised zoo we keep blowing up, earth 
retaliates: lifts all its continental prose 
in Andes-island rifts to fracture these words— 
inclement gangster and diving nun, please 
 
continue to dictate your own.  Begin when   
the edge executes its option to end, when 
my merging meaning veers too close to stand. 
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PORTRAIT OF A SELFSAMIZDAT 
 
Examine the underside of each mask you 
rip off of yourself, note its tiny flaws 
and huge perfections which after all 
must correspond to yours. 
 
Hoping confessions made in sleep remain 
anonymous, I type mine over the screenname 
they assigned my paperthin.  Which means  
my rot-factor is flawless, it finds a child 
 
in every thimble who is not my own,  
my l'il yoke-year-old.  Doubtlessly why 
the date blames the day, that arm limb 
lemming the lenient multitude maims . . . 
 
An egg anchors my dimple 
but when I smile it falls. 
 
 
 
 
ROYALTIES OVERDUE 
 
Unseen because it's montage,   
in the zoo's emptiest cage  
a game of tag 
enters its final stage.   
 
Yet who can understand why 
the charades paid to death are  
still valid?  Write this down everyday 
in modes made passé by me. 
 
What is the afterprosed poem when 
all stories are priorversed when 
Sappho holds your copyright. 
 
Her prologue's dog-eared but the rest 
of us behave when dross invites us home 
to tell us it envies those who lie writhe. 
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POEM 
 
Zoomshot leopardspot asleep on 
a conveyorbelt of coitus interruptus, 
my elocution alone can save you. 
A closeup vanishing, a species hard to tell. 
Leave the cajun of my cunt ajar,   
zoomshot leopardspot, occult telescope.   
Your meat drips from my earlobes; 
my throat packed in chauffeurs gleams 
like a splinter of unfired eels.  The mirror 
picks slivers fleshlike from my eyes— 
I am impaled by its opaque twin-ness. 
Use polar charcoal to trace your name 
or scorched samothrace.  Pray while 
I nullagraph death to all future cullers of this. 
 
 
 
 
 
CURSE 
 
My current core/inner nature  
is all facade-and-run— 
a teapot tumor, a comma gun; 
the endless journey towards a single step. 
 
Meanwhile I grow expansive, 
lounging towards lebensraum 
like pygmy godzillae, or is it humans 
I see slug down their Mafia-Cola. 
 
Oh surely I must remember that 
the body is the soul's stuntdouble 
stand-in—its issued nudity fills 
 
the streets; the campanile 
where each shut window and door force 
my eyes to be the decor of the visible. 
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PUTTING ON MY MAKEUP IN THE MORNING 
 
If life is instead, its dozenthread thoughts  
gnarl the mind into volumes that obscure 
the true enigmas, those narrow fatefurrows  
restricted far as a prism's panes are to primary 
 
(I've sepias it seems to choose from) persuasions 
that oversee and judge, evidence our scene 
differs from shame's umbilical/remained bookspines 
too straight for snakes to sleep in: I'll need more 
 
than coilspace if I expect to root allsole. 
 
Sometimes the names feel just wasted on a people 
paperweight that doesn't hide enough words  
on the page from which one's brain wakes and wakes— 
 
Nosejack eyejack mouthjack, the mirror 
breaks the connections the makeup makes. 
 
 
 
PRAYER INSIDE A PLASTIC BAG 
 
If time equals distance then 
the older the hour becomes 
the harder one has to throw the ball. 
Can you hear me back there? 
 
I'm trying to lose my depth-duhs. 
Many schools of fish are swifter 
than the surface knows for sure 
up there where thoughts occur. 
 
Fixed in fore, the day begins 
my laggard, my clot genesis: each 
window is a skin cliff I climb 
binoculars through the tv's dignified 
 
timidity.  Don't show half of what 
they know.  Or can't.  Me too. 
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INTRUSIONS 
 
Sometimes I wake up to find 
I have been scratching 
the phone while asleep. 
 
Sometimes I forget the letters 
that make up my name, 
that take down my word. 
 
Afraid of such disowning, I eye 
every passerby.  Each is 
a breach in my uniqueness. 
 
(None of them completes me.) 
 
Each of my pores is a different color, 
but I am not any of those colors, 
the pointillist told me.  I stared 
 
beholder at that older world. 
 
 
 
 
DEPHLEGMATIZED ZONES 
 
I exist between two sets of pillars, the one 
Hercules, the other your arms and legs.  Nights 
I know which one to sail toward, but always 
I feel the counter at my back: for whether 
 
I am the lover or whether I strangle the twin 
snakes of despair, I am in twain to each.  I am 
in half to all.  Myths are the piety of montage;   
I’ll never get off their page.  Earwax hobbies’ guide. 
 
The candle stood for what it shed, stub’s-kiss 
of shadows.  Its weepy scars show aura is more 
an appurtenance than an attire, like grapes  
 
misted with the waist of goodbye; hill and gone, 
hill and gone, grave-mounds dozing in the sun;  
so flowers grow on fallow gallons of light. 
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MAN WITH THE 
 
Like a ring worn on the worst finger, poetry 
flashes and makes me wince.  Vanity phooey, 
through a pencil the hand pours on paper the need 
to make the eyes bleed like muscles inside  
a banana: I am the decor where these occur 
(brain invents nothing heart has not suppressed). 
 
Building instructions into the poem means 
disqualifying patience.  To carve a tongue  
from the flex legitimate darkness, some token 
of epigram specimans—zoom-in on 
a griffin's claws curing a lame cornfield. 
 
Adjusting the watermark upon my clothes, 
I have but parroted your concern.  So I pose  
for Man With The Paradise-Tossed Belly. 
 
 
 
 
SUFFERS 
 
Your worm in all desire of course occurs: 
you want a swoonathon, want the intensity 
to go on and on, but I don't.  Forgive me  
if the philosopher finetunes her forefinger  
 
by flicking it at clocks.  Like a bird licking  
an anthill, spilling through a gondola 
of doors whose keys fill my pockets with  
clothing, I dupe upwards, mount-mantra  
 
recited by dreamdrains, taps offering  
advice to mammals rich in parallel,  
obstinate proof of the sea's patience.   
 
It exhibits a tactic of trembling.  
Supine-precious as I am, even I know 
the final particle suffers from proximity. 
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POEM THAT WANTS TO BE ASH 
 
Each time day returns to its sun 
to forget the windows we opened 
in it, I see the past minus peace 
equals me, plus war you. 
 
I stab a candle down through one hand, 
an icicle through the other, 
then flail them about, 
restaging the stale battle of doubt 
 
with faith, whim against bone. 
Guess who always wins.  Imagine  
a color so true every prism 
it passes through melts—   
 
Because hasn’t your voice 
running mine, cindered this? 
 
 
 
 
 
(SINCE IT IS INTENDED FOR THE ELITE ONLY) 
 
Life like Gibbon leaves its footnotes untranslated, 
but if I were able to read the Latin at the base 
of this my existence, what would it tell me?  Try 
to imitate meaning by cutting out the details, 
 
the empirical, it might say.  Or isn't that poetry— 
if words lost one of their letters each time they 
were spoken, which word would be the last intact? 
Past the mouth's Scylla Charybdis one word alone 
 
can sail whole, the one that is never said or even 
soiled by thought.  Jason, Ulysses, all you mariners 
who scraped safely through my lip-jaws know how 
 
fragile one's guile gets.  How tortured sordid 
its particulars are, how obscene and thus elided 
by time, left to die unsung in the original tongue. 
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NO WONDER 
 
There is nowhere in the United States 
Where you cannot arrange a murder 
For a couple of thousand dollars or 
Less, she said.  This was Des Moines, Iowa, 
 
But I can't remember the occasion— 
I can't even remember her name, or what 
Her eyes looked like when I kissed them 
Or most anything else, except this.  
 
Forgetting is a kind of murder, I guess. 
But if, as my mom said about writing poetry, 
You don't get no money for it why do it? 
 
And why this poem; failed mnemonic 
That costs me less than its insipid desire 
To seem sincere, seem serious, does. 
 
 
 
 
GREENHOUSE GARDEN 
 
Words you have to get by with alone 
are not much help on a stone path, 
captions jabbed in the dirt beneath  
flowers rarely convey our ignorance  
 
of their odors.  Our citations coin  
this world: coiled in a coitus of aspirin,  
it needs another splendor deep 
ebbed from all, which surely isn't external: 
 
that force bears whatever we can stand, 
and the echo-axe clears every ground 
the quote-gate builds.  Labeling everything  
 
the same, tie-twisting with names its aim   
to blossom we maim the poem.  Its words  
stay still in all the tongues we try.
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EVAPORATING  INC. 
 
We want fate to be brief, to synopsize its 
boring decease of flesh with pith-worth words, short  
for existence.  Like abbreviations that suddenly 
find themselves whole, acronyms now, yet 
 
not changed a jot, I am the same and am 
something else: has my defunction occurred 
as one more whose meaning has gone from 
logo to noun?  And if a slogan, what was I 
 
a clarion for—the timor mortis forms 
between shoulderblades.  Slope for our napehairs 
to stir in their muck and speak to what is 
 
behind us supposedly (the past)—speak 
and plead our case for an experience unique 
as its purpose (which glints in every pore)— 
 
 
 
TESTAMENT 
 
You know the fable 
How a soldier’s bible 
Kept in his jacket pocket 
Stopped a bullet 
 
But that catechism 
Born to foster schism 
Also stopped his heart his 
Mind from finding peace 
 
He would not have had need 
Of such a shield 
Nor would his blood have been 
Thrilled to kill someone 
 
Of another faith 
If in that book he had not first read death 
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A CLOSER VIEW 
 
A lighthouse up to its head in your hair 
would show more than we comprehend here, 
scenic venom.  Like a harbor of slammed 
windows and out across the path whose feet 
 
we'd further have to erase from ours if this 
picture wasn't vicious enough to include us— 
even if its lack of focus is elsewhere.  See 
the sky begat begat begat begat with birds, that cloud 
 
clapped softly in windfold now, before 
the moment were over except for your sayso. 
 
Flash exit the extremis penis once tried  
to hold, composite encroachment for  
vistas of void to inherit, where, shadow's  
transparent adjunct, I sit for its portrait. 
 
 
 
 
THE EARCISSUS NECHO HOUR 
 
One, two, the clock extemporizes, three,  
Making it up as it goes no doubt, though I meant 
Ad lib never lives past its insouciance  
To waste mine correcting the clock's accent. 
 
Echo's late lyric seeks to feel the cheek  
Reap tears; yet if wounds refueled our blood would  
We let such forget-me-motes out of our outlets?   
Fuck me in the faceless chairlift, my ache  
 
Nature thronging your wisp.   Within the eye's  
Quicksand tapestry that quicksilver pus  
Penis directs its toward some haywire sphere 
 
Devoted to teeter-totems.  (Stemstruck 
Water's catamite, Narcissus wishes this  
Suspended animal of realm was him.)
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MEASURES 
 
The birch-upsurge of a sapling  
separates my buttocks, pacifix  
crucifist bearing what bird:  
is my lipstick a parrot  
 
because it repeats my mouth?   
Normal in the miscellaneous 
sense, I need repairs at birth.   
Until then I'll keep stating  
 
that at peace conferences  
teacups often get chipped,  
if not actually broken.   
 
Tepid-deepened, I attempt  
to intervene with my fingers  
and force them to write this. 
 
 
 
 
POEM PUBLISHED IN QUARRY WEST 
 
Apparently a landscape is all windows, 
but try to see what it lacks: 
imagine a wall, with moss, trees, the murmur   
of [rain presiding at a cremation]. 
 
And picture then, roadside flowers  
on a roadmap of thorns, 
thin paper 
rubbings of the first [wings] inside a seashell;  
 
poor portrait peeling off its tacks! 
This is what the dark works hard at, orphan ivory— 
some whimper-of-branches, some adorn-of-me. 
 
I am a field plowed by venetian-blinds; 
soaked in [amok], I fall; 
a proud gargoyle studies me for flaws. 
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SOMEONEOTHER 
 
Now, while memory discliplines the occasion, 
Escape and take up your life's last words. 
Let them resonate and grate, killer cipher. 
Use them to create the first or final 
 
Poem of the Outremericans, to gibber 
Through their tongue a song's stess.  Of themselves  
They are so tainted.  Their blood outruns water 
Toward some prior purer genesis. 
 
Herald laggard bard, all my protagonist 
Is my people, those to whom I word an anthem   
Which if they heard they'd hate.  Aha I see 
 
This monkey-axis or global gnome 
Has no home, no clonefolk whose screeds teach a poet 
He mustn't form such a planetary country. 
 
 
 
INSIDE OUTSIDE 
 
I too will hang my coat in the closet, 
telling it to ignore the quizzical shoes  
below, their wondering mouths agape. 
 
When my ten fingers have finished 
sharing me equally amongst themselves, 
shall I at last grasp something whole— 
 
Each of my scars has been tattooed on 
an egg, then the eggs placed in tiaras 
on hilltops.  Horses surround the horizon, 
 
solar pegs.  Roan-ironic tree-scapes.  Night  
is when clocks enter and leave.  But time 
occupies me in exit.  In exit only. 
 
I hang here.  Sky drips from the ceiling. 
Why won't you understand my feelings. 
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A BACON 
 
An oval invested with teeth; 
the brief orifice of a head 
thread-melted through its tweedboned coat, 
half throatway down a sundial drowned 
 
with chalked-caul runes for avoiding 
such rains: though of course the chew maw 
that crowns this gnome with no likeness 
also barks forth a white porkdrip, 
 
unsustenance for those of us 
who seek a resemblance here: see  
how the magician longs to saw     
the swordswallower in half.  Now  
 
this facial Francis finds our mouth; 
hell toppled by its wells without. 
 
 
Note:  not an ekphrastic re one canvas in particular, but a response to several of  
his paintings from the 1940s.  "Figure in a Landscape" (1945), for example. 
 
 
 
 
BAT HABIT 
 
bats are the nicotine of night 
that's why I always need a light 
ten packs o' Dracs a day or die    
my lung-caves crave that fang-wing high   
skreakedy skreak suckin' soot-sticks 
makes me blind but I find my fix 
when I unearth my undead stash 
I slake its flake through a neck-gash 
my lips bleed weed with every swig 
oh I should flick a cygnet cig 
and swank on swan-white coffin-nail 
but heck I'm hooked black-hack bat-toke 
what a tough puff bite-you-back smoke  
don't gall mad Vlad I won't inhale 
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SOME QUESTIONS 
 
taking into account 
all the poems I wrote 
 
about death when 
I was young shouldn't 
 
my tote sheet show 
a surplus of life no 
 
it doesn't balance out 
did I figure this right 
 
I guess the one never 
pays for the other does it 
 
but I didn't write 
more of death then so 
 
there would be less 
of it now did I 
 
 
 
AUTUMN MOON 
 
The tick hops  
in and out of the clock, 
the tock never budges.   
 
I just carefreed my clothes,  
but can they  
traverse their own buttonholes,  
pass through 
 
into a new suit,  
a transformation  
of the case— 
 
And watching it 
ever was, must  
I deface (like a sunflower  
duelling an asterisk) this? 
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MIRACLE 
 
you know it's wane when you find the one 
your omens unlocked seven events for 
and in the cries of our sweet vendors 
avalanche is added to snow cone 
 
the dream immersed in ouch-like confetti 
bursts to gather the given and yet 
to crouch meaningfully is difficult while 
your gut's authorities bicker in their bile 
 
but if life happens on other planets 
without the help of Santa Claus pets 
why do we need such monsters here 
on long nights impaled by freight-car slivers 
 
you yourself half calf-idol half full-tank 
know not what to make of it all awake 
 
 
 
 
AFTER RILKE 
 
As the year falls in autumn 
to repeat the tree’s chaos 
again on the ground, to 
reiterate its meaningless 
 
in a sequence called status: 
so dissimilar clouds already 
multiformulate themselves 
from previous contraband— 
 
traffic of leaves redundant, 
instinct-migrant heaven: every 
day I rip from my nipples 
 
a calendar’s cleavage, I lie 
clinging to lays.  Lord the 
summer was mostly waste. 
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THE SPELL 
 
All the days with you in them 
are better than the ones with I. 
If you were me you'd know why. 
 
All the words with o in them 
are better than the ones with e. 
If you were me you'd see. 
 
Best of all of course is a 
because it always comes first, ha! 
Is it better being me or worse. 
 
And if these charms were reversed 
at times, would I worry who 
surpasses me, as versus you— 
 
at times I could barely tell. 
Better is good but not as well. 
 
 
 
 
SPITE FATE 
 
I sometimes muse a scene I can't for life say why: 
A dancer, who has overslept, rushes by rote to dress 
And ready a face all in a style obviously posthaste— 
See her running to catch the train, late-panicked. 
 
She's unprepared as you or me, as virgin-awkward, 
Each time we find ourselves under and in a fumble 
For the unnatural rigor of alarm-clocks or those 
Damned thumb-blind buttonholes. . . . Is it, do I fear 
 
Her second-knowledge gained from years of training; 
How that slow-gathered grace of artifice still 
Outstrips us and is what will remain beyond our 
 
Daily demeaning of some other, this daydream 
Scenario that fails to compensate my failure—? 
And now her nine o'clock pupils attack their barre. 
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ANOTHER NAOMI POEM 
 
Her tongue was melting at the center of an iceberg 
That had sank the 13th floor of every building 
In which we were living, our sunglasses broken like ciao, 
Overlooking what vista of siesta: nightly we rose 
 
To harvest the end of a kitestring whose importunate 
Tugging from below sowed heresy; we smashed 
The one snowflake that was carving all the other snowflakes; 
I warned her: "Your clitoris is my boyfriend." 
 
Decades; quits; fades; she wrote some books, I tried 
To write some books; we met occasionally, but why? 
Other strangers than our own may remember.  I remember 
 
One time, my hair was hippie, she had to keep pushing 
It off, averting her face, finally complaining that 
This must be what it's like to go to bed with another woman. 
 
 
 
 
AFTER BAUDELAIRE'S CAUSERIE 
 
The ocean of verse has left in my chest 
That stale ebb-tail taste of a bile blueplate; 
Its heft sits bitter against my lipcrest; 
Even my critics' deaths can't renovate 
 
An appetite for this: acid reflux    
My poems have all become, which in their prime 
Fed vanity's veins and guts with grubfucks 
Enough to inspire one more ex-lifetime . . . 
 
My heart?  Is Heartburnsville.  Landfill palace 
Leveled ever since my fellow poets 
Chewed its dumpster pews into prose-pellets. 
 
Come share their bard-fare, their warmth and fireplace— 
Eyes blazing like a holiday barrage, 
They char my offal flesh long past garbage. 
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SIDESHOW    (to RS) 
 
Announced by your nakedness you appear 
The fold avert their blindfold eyes 
Your rain-fossil skin lit by ajars 
Of perfume (blood's-lace) 
 
At least a murderer doesn't have to boo his shadow 
You vow beneath barbarous marquees 
Whose leaves have fallen 
To placebo your profile 
 
And if he keeps a pinkie raised while slashing those disciples 
Together you and him must flee 
Over an earth-to-earth carpet of kisses 
 
Leaving me to play the mirror's old shell-game 
Hot for what it holds in hide 
By shifting its faces thus 
 
 
 
FEASTFROM 
 
on the table the knife hates 
to be dripped on by wounds 
it hasn't made 
 
the meal lies obedient 
it does not rise 
from its triunal placement 
 
whataya you want 
the chef sneers 
tell insert name 
I'll have the same 
 
flat as a sun plate meat waits 
in pain to have learned 
only a zebra can go 
through the slicer whole 
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POEM 
 
I am a jeers 
of my own years now, 
a hollow scoff.  
 
The day in hour to its night 
knows more of my 
than I. 
 
A sage, a prat, what else 
have I got 
to say that ain't. 
 
May night once here 
near what's there 
in hour today 
 
and find its own 
way from mine. 
 
 
 
BACKWARDS 
 
The moment I was born 
I started counting 
backwards 
from a hundred, 
 
hoping that rote 
would reverse 
this sudden painful 
wakefulness 
 
and return me to sleep, 
to comfort and time 
in my warm womb bed, 
 
but unfortunately 
I haven't as yet 
reached 99. 
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ANGER VIOLENCE 
 
for emptiness to completely 
surround me my object 
must cease first 
 
if emptiness would spell out 
what it witnesses 
as it surrounds me 
 
my objections 
to it would cease 
 
who has seen the emptiness 
around me hide its object in me 
must cease first 
 
or else exist 
 
why this thrust 
these hands that go-fists so quickly 
 
 
 
LIKE 
 
Like gloves inflicting seesaw on 
a piano I assume I must be tied down 
though the flaws of lassoes console me. 
 
Like frenzy after bare music, I rise. 
Like a veinous essence drained by vines. 
 
The matchstick mattress lovers lie on, 
Visionvulsion of sweat's features on stone, 
Sweat dripping from a sundial. 
 
Line drawn by false oars of evening; horizon. 
Near-nipple tension. 
Sphinx poles posit this Mapplepose. 
 
Like grapes the brow has deserted, 
Whitewash hues, thrill silence. 
Vertigo of a bird above tundra. 


